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Abstract

Apartment has become a product property which has many interested by people in several years latest. It caused by building with one or two floor in big city which generally not comparable with people growth. This matter has already motivating some developers to compete in build the apartment.

Surabaya is the second biggest city with exactly high mobility after Jakarta as the capital city. The people growth keep on increase and the land price in the central city has too expensive and the newcomers from other regions made some developers build the apartment as solution from that’s problems below which happened in big cities.

Design process as means to solve problem definitely is a real solution in many problems in society. So that, the appearance of apartment trough design process in this final report means as can as possible sensitive and able to give solution about that’s problems below.

In future, final report by raising theme as home of nature which a part of green architecture will made it as a example of living place, in this case the apartment not only can meet a demand which is needed, however it’s also give the best for natural environment and increasing life quality for its occupants. Make residence with other facilities and green open space which give fresh air, comfortable and integrated with nature.